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A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:
( inspired – specialized – engage – disabilities – strict )
1. We must always help people with……………………
2. The sunset view …………….the poet to write this poem.
3- Ahmed is ……………….. in repairing electronics .
4- It is important to ………………….children in useful activities.
B) Choose the correct answer:
1.If he had a swimming pool, he ………………. every day.
a. swam
b. will swim
c. would swim
d. can swim
2.We would play a computer game ,if we didn’t ………….. the film.
a. watch
b. watched
c. watching
d. watches
3. If we hurried up, we ……………. get to the airport on time.
a. will
b. won't
c. are going to
d. would
4- If I were a doctor, I ………….. sick people .
a. help
b. will help
c. would help
d. can help
D) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:
( common – promised – lonely – keep in touch )
1- We must always ……………………….. with our friends and our relatives.
2. Seagulls are very………………….near the beaches of Kuwait.
3- Hadi ………………. his parents to study hard for the exam .
________________________________________________________________________
E) Fill in the spaces with words from the list:
( portrait – logic – traffic jam – stuck )
1.Drivers have to slow down in the …………………..
2.The Mona Liza is a famous …………………. by Leonardo da Vinci.
3. Scientists and counselors use …………. in solving problems.
F) What would you say or do in the following situations :
1. Your friend has just bought a new mobile.
……………………………………………………………………….
2. What would you do if you broke a promise with your best friend?
……………………………………………………………………….
3.Your brother says ," I have a problem with the Math lesson. "
……………………………………………………………………….
4. Your mother wants someone to do the shopping for her.
……………………………………………………………………….
G) Answer the following questions:
1. What are the strategies of solving problem?
a) …………
b) ……..……
c) ……………. d) ………………….
2. How did the Italian society treat children with disabilities?
……………………………………………………………………………………….
3. How do you overcome your own problems?
…………………………………………………………………………….……………
4. How can we help disabled people?
………………………………………………………………………………………….

